A Message from the President of the John Tyler Community College Foundation Board

John Tyler Community College (JTCC) is ever so grateful for growing community support. Faithful supporters, as well as new donors, dug deep to back the College in its successful efforts to provide quality educational opportunities that inspire student success and community vitality. The JTCC Foundation Board joins me in thanking you for your ongoing investment in the College and for appreciating the important role John Tyler plays in the community’s economic and educational good health. Please note that one dollar given to JTCC translates into a $16 return to the community. Let’s hear it for return on investment!

While we all understand it makes good sense to invest in your own backyard, we also get the fact that JTCC’s affordable tuition is the best educational value on the higher ed market — approximately one third the price of the Commonwealth’s public, four-year sister institutions. JTCC’s online courses and flexible class times (friendly to working students) can’t be beat. While high school graduates are our fastest-growing cohort, the College is masterful at retaining and reengaging citizens in the workforce to expand their skill sets and grow job opportunities. Along with providing academic benefits to our immense service area, let’s take a look at the successes your investment inspired in 2012:

• The College’s service area includes approximately one third the price of the Commonwealth’s public, four-year sister institutions. JTCC’s online courses and flexible class times (friendly to working students) can’t be beat. While high school graduates are our fastest-growing cohort, the College is masterful at retaining and reengaging citizens in the workforce to expand their skill sets and grow job opportunities.

• Full Moon Madness, the Foundation’s fan-filled annual fundraising event, boosted the largest special event net profit in the history of the Virginia Community College System. Devoted corporate sponsors helped us clear $75,443 for student needs. With Chesterfield County as its partner, the Foundation fostered good community health and lots of exciting activities for all ages.

• The Foundation’s scholarship program enjoyed a banner year, awarding $171,785 scholarship dollars to a record 111 deserving students – most of whom could not have attended college without financial help. Corporations, foundations and individuals gave generous scholarship support and raised the dollars awarded from the previous year by 24%.

• The community rallied to successfully match a pledge from the Mary Morton Parsons Foundation — providing a total of $218,850 to renovate a state-of-the-art biology lab for the Chesta Campus.

• The College, yet again, served the largest number of dual enrollment students in the Commonwealth’s 23-member community college system. By taking college-credit courses in high school, parents and students saved countless tuition dollars and shortened college graduation time.

• The College’s new engineering program showed its immediate impact by successfully transferring every graduate from its first class to four-year engineering degree programs at either UVA, VT, or VCU, with several of the individuals involved already being sought for employment in the College’s service area after their studies conclude.

• Manufacturing and business workforce training needs are front and center at John Tyler. By listening to our corporate friends and helping them meet ever-changing hiring and training demands, our corporate ties remain strong as we continue to provide workforce training and educational advancement for their employees. Indeed, the College is positioned to grow in a slow (but anticipated) 2013 economic upturn. And don’t forget, through the Community College Workforce Alliance (CCWA), John Tyler serves an additional 20,000 non-credit students and over 1,000 companies.

• Corporate and foundation support was significant in 2012. CFW Medical Center, an affiliate of HCA; Capital One; Altria; and Bank of America gave generously, as did Parsons, Cameron, Jenkins, John Randolph, Metropolitan Health and Richmond Memorial Health Foundations. Investing in the College elevate the community’s quality of life.

• Our Mission

The John Tyler Community College Foundation acquires vital resources which advance the College’s mission to provide superior, affordable, and accessible education. The Foundation seeks the time, talent, and financial support of alumni, individuals, businesses, civic groups, and elected officials in order to build relationships which ultimately helps the College elevate the community’s quality of life.
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2012 Financial Statements

Net assets
Net assets at end of year (2012): $5,982,069

Investment Achievements

Market Value Increases of Investments

Diversification of Investments

The information contained herein is based upon data obtained from sources believed to be reliable, however, such data is not guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness and is for informational purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law. John Tyler Community College Foundation, Inc. is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization.
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Full Moon Madness

On October 6, 2012, John Tyler celebrated its third Full Moon Madness event on the Midlothan campus. Full Moon Madness promotes a healthy community, as well as a safe and fun way to enjoy Halloween activities, all while raising funds to support John Tyler students. Through sponsorships from generous members of the community and registration fees for the 5K race and 1-mile Moonwalk, the John Tyler Foundation raised over $54,000. More than 5,000 people attended Full Moon Madness, which also included a SIlly Bus concert, a costume contest for kids and pets, a "Fun Zone" of action-oriented activities and the "Moonlight Clinic" with JTCC nursing students on hand to provide health screenings.

Foundation Art Award

With sharp angles juxtaposed against flowing lines, the artwork that won the 2013 John Tyler Community College Art Award makes a dramatic statement. It is the first three-dimensional sculpture to take the top prize in the Foundation Art Award contest. Alexander Huneke created the winning entry, after Pleasos, \textit{Woman with Pears} (sanz Pareos), during his Fundamentals of Design II class. “The goal was to take a Cubist painting and interpret it as a 3-D sculpture—to make the two-dimensional three-dimensional.” Huneke said. This was Huneke’s first venture into three-dimensional work, and although it was very successful, he says his passion is oil painting. An image of Huneke’s artwork will be featured on the 2013 Foundation Art Award poster, which is used in friends-raising and fundraising efforts that help support the Foundation and the College.
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For more information about making an investment in John Tyler, contact us at 804-594-1476 or foundation@jtcc.edu.

Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law. John Tyler Community College Foundation Inc. is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization.